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Belo{ Reynoids (Re) numbers of about
5 x l0o, there may be laminar
separation bubbles on wing sections and
fuselages. Fig. I shots the pressure
distributions on the lower surface of a
sect i on which involves laminar
separat'ion and reattachnent.

Fig.2 shows a preliminary schematic
of the flow conditions within a lam'inar
separation bubble. Also shown is a
flow visualizat'ion sketch in the area
of a sepdration bubble.

Larni nar sepdration bubbles are
undesi rabl e because they increase
section drag through sooe not fuliy
understood mechanisms (Figs. 3 & 4).

According to Fig, 5, a laminar
separation bubble causes an additional
suctjon pressure ACo.sin(t + a ).
The adoitional draq due to a laminar
separation bubb'le shou'ld therefore
increase with angle of attack. Another
expianation for the drag due to separa-
tion bubbles could be that the turbu-
lent wal l shear stress is unusually
high after reattachfi€nt. A coflbination
of both mechanisrils is also possible,
It thus appears desirable to uti lize
turbulators to make the boundary layer
turbulent just ahead of the lam'inar sepa-
ration point. This method has found no
practical agplication todate. In Fiq. 6,
pneunatic turbulators b'low rarn air fron
pitot inlets through 0.6 r n tubes with
16 |lm soacing (on a section chord
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of 500 flm). Even at smail fiow
coefficients Cn of the maonitude
l0-5*, I ami narlto- t urbu I eit
transition is achieved, the laminar
separation bubble disappears and the
drag js reduced. These blow turbula-
tors, as they shall be called in this
context, have the following advantages
over mechanical turbul ators:

r flow coefficient can be regu lated
or cut off

. different blowing locations can
be used

. blowing turbulators are effective
even when they are behind the
separati on poi nt

The effect of blowing on the
pressure distribution of the I ovler
surface is depicted in Fig. 7; the
lamindr separation bubble has largely
disappeared. Fig. I sho"s that the
drag of Lhe investigdLed secrion is
reduced by up to l5*.

Fiq.9 presents the section polars
for several blowing locations. The
best location aDpears to be at
xll = .76. Fig. l0 shows the drag
varidtion For various flow coeffi-
cients; there exists d weak optimun at
C0=7x l0-6. !,ljth increasing
Rdynolds number. the oDtinum vdlLe {or
C0 decrease! and approaches zero at
Qi - 3 x lOb. lr appears Lhat Lhe
required blowjng nass flow referenced
to the winq area has to be constant.
Blow hole spacing and diameters have
so far not been varied, and only blow
angles normal to the surface have been
eval uated,

In Fiq. ll, the draq variation with

*Additiondl drag due to momentom loss
isthenCd=2C0=2x l0-5.
hov{ever, the drdg coeffic ient of the
sectionis5xl0-J-
1



Reynolds number of a modern section
wj th a desiabilization region
(transjtion ramp) is plotted as a
dashed I ine. It touches the envelope
of optimum designed sections at the
design point. At Reynolds numbers
above the design point, the transition
point moves forward on the now
unsuitable destabil jzdtion region and
the drag increases because of the
unnecesSari ly short laminar run
distance. At Reynolds numbers below
the design point, laminar separation
ouDbles become ldrger with oecreasing
Reynolds numbers. In this ranqe, blow
turbulators can be used. Fiq. l2
shows the neasured drag variation of a

section desiqned for Re = 3 x 106
(t{ith practically no destabilization
region) . It can be seen clearly that
the lol/i drag range with respect to
Reynolds number has been considerably
enlarged by blow turbulators. One
comes close to the envelope of optimum
des i qned conventional sections with
destabilization regions given in Fig.
It-

Sect i ons with blow turbulators
require stabl e pressure distributions
such as those shown in Fig. I for the
lorer surface. A basic advantage of
use of blow turbulators is that it is
no longer necessdry to provide laminar
instability regions; these are
difficult Lo speLify by cdlculdtion
and are usually correct only for the
design point anJ vay. Furthermore, a
section !,rith blow turbulators is
cons i derably less sensitive to
production imperfections than one with
destabi I izat ion regions. i,{ithin
limits, it could also be less
sensitive to surface contamination.

Airplanes can be easily fitted with
blow turbulators; the SB l2 sai lpiane
of the Akaflieg Braunschweig hds been
flying for nearly a year with such
turbulators. Blow turbul ators are
insensitive to rain and do not appedr
to col lect dirt.

In Fi9. 'l3, the drag polar of the
Lurbu ldLdor-cdmber flap 5e(Lion for
saj lpIanes DFVLR-HQ l7l14.38 is
conpared with the best sections known
so far. This comparison is done at
Reynolds numbers appl icable to
sai lplanes. The clear drag reduction,
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especially important at low lift
coeffi c i ents, is clearly seen.

Blow turbulators can be used
wherever tne local Reynolds numDer is
snaller Lhdn J x l0b, equivalenL to
section Reynolds numbers below about
5 x 106. ln case of nose
separation, the Reynolds numbers nay
even be hjgher. Blow turbulators are
especi al ly qdvantageous below
Re=2xl0b.

0ther possible areas for application:
. general avi at i on airplanes
a sailplanes
. hel icopter rotors
o propel lers
a turbornach ines
a wi nd turbines
r rnodel ai rp'lanes
Because of the sometimes low

Reynolds nunbers, the appl icat ion of
b low Lurbu lators to turboflach ines
dppedrs to be pdrticuldrly pronising.
For transport airplanes they are
probably not of interest in the form
descri bed here.

}Je would like to thank Prof. V-
Inqen and his collaborators at the
TH Delft for their careful tests and
friendly assistance.
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Fig. 4 Effects of laninar
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Fig.6 Section with blow turbulatot"s. Fig. 7 Effect of blow turbulators on
the pressure dlstribution of the lorer
surface of the section DRVLR-HQ 17lf4.38.
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Fig, 11 Schematic presentation of the
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